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Instructions For Use

Non Power-Pole® Spike Instructions 
for use with Micro Anchor

NOTE: Our Micro Spike has been specifically designed to work with the Micro anchor  
drive unit to optimize performance such as anchoring force, usable anchoring length 

percentage, operational noise, durability, and storage space required.
However if you are unable to acquire a genuine  

Micro Anchor Spike follow these instructions:
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Example of spike tip shape 
preferred before inserting 
it into Micro Anchor.

Figure 1

Spike width must be 
¾” in diameter

If you already have a manual style spike from another manufacturer, you can use it with our 
Micro drive unit if it meets the following requirements:
 • It is 3/4” in diameter.
 • It is made of a durable and flexible material such as E-flex fiberglass rod.

If your spike meets these criteria it can be adjusted to work with the Micro drive unit; however 
slight modifications might be needed to account for the different properties of spikes from other 
manufacturers. These modifications can include:

1. Cutting off any metal tips on the bottom of the spike-no separate tip of any kind can be 
on the spike or binding will occur.

2. Sharpening the bottom tip of the spike to make it taper down to roughly half the 
diameter at a minimum – pencil sharp is preferred for optimal drive train engagement 
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3. Adding a marine grade tube clamp to the top of the spike to prevent over deployment 
and loss of spike if handle or cap is not already present.

4. Lightly sanding full shaft of spike with 300 grit wood sand paper to improve drive train 
engagement.

5. Sanding down inner diameter of spike gliders in Micro unit to account for slight 
variations in spike diameter from other manufacturers. The Micro gliders were designed 
for use with the Micro Spike to be very snug to prevent noise but slippery to prevent 
binding under any condition.


